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                                                           ABSTRACT
We present a new experimental method for searching for free fractional charge in bulk
matter; this new method derives from the traditional Millikan liquid drop method, but
allows the use of much larger drops, 20 to 100 µm in diameter, compared to the
traditional method that uses drops less than 15 µm in diameter. These larger drops
provide the substantial advantage that it is then much easier to consistently generate
drops containing liquid suspensions of powdered meteorites and other special minerals.
These materials are of great importance in bulk searches for fractional charge particles
that may have been produced in the early universe.
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21. INTRODUCTION
     The Millikan liquid drop method is the most robust of the various methods for
searching for fractional charge particles [1-3]. The traditional Millikan method, Section 2,
as described by Perl and Lee [4] and by Mar et al. [5], can be used to investigate a broad
range of charges with a resolution that currently exceeds 1/40 of an electrons charge
[5,6]. In addition the mass search range for the fractional charge particle is many orders
of magnitude larger than the mass search range of existing or planned accelerators.
Furthermore, unlike levitometer experiments [1-3], that have been plagued by a lack of
charge calibration, the Millikan method achieves large statistics that provide a natural
self-calibration of the charge. Finally, the method is inherently amenable to automation
and is easily replicable.
In the past the traditional Millikan method was only used with liquids such as
mercury, sea water, and silicone oil [5-8]. Hendricks et al. [9] proposed an extension to
the pure liquid Millikan method that allowed the examination of arbitrary materials,
solids as well as liquids. In their approach solid search materials are pulverized and
incorporated into colloidal suspensions, Appendix A. Drops can then be formed from
these suspensions in the same manner as for liquids, thus extending the Millikan
technique beyond liquid search materials.
As qualitatively discussed in Appendix A, the consistent generation of drops
containing suspensions of pulverized materials is much easier in larger drops. The
purpose of the new method, Section 4, is to allow the use of larger drops, above 20 µm in
diameter, compared to the less than 15µm diameter drops that we use in the traditional
Millikan method [4-6].
Before proceeding to describe the new method it is useful to remind the reader of the
importance of using meteoritic materials and other special materials when searching for
fractional charge particles that may have been produced in the early universe [4]. Most
levitometer and Millikan method searches for fractional charge particles have been
carried out in refined bulk matter such as iron and niobium. As discussed by Lackner and
Zweig [10] fractional charge particles usually change the chemical properties of the
atoms containing the particles, sometimes in ways difficult to predict. Therefore when
3considering upper limits on the abundances of fractional charge particles in the solar
system, it is not possible to deduce with certainty those limits from searches for those
particles in refined materials. Therefore some of the most interesting materials are
meteorites or moon rocks that are studied without being chemically processed when
preparing the suspensions. Chondritic meteorites are especially attractive because they
are generally believed to be representative of the earliest solar system matter in its most
pristine state [11]. Other interesting materials are certain terrestrial minerals that may
more readily accumulate elements containing fractional charge particles [4].
2. THE TRADITIONAL MILLIKAN METHOD
The Millikan method, referred to in this paper as the traditional method, is
schematically shown on Fig. 1a. Drops with diameters in the range of 6 to 12 µm are
produced using a piezoelectric drop generator of our own design, Fig. 1b [4,5,12]. The
exact diameter depends on how we set the parameters of the generator: aperture size,
aperture shape, pulse shape, and pulse frequency. Once these generator parameters are
set, the drop diameter is maintained to about 0.1%.
The drops fall through air, the forces on the drops are that due to gravity, that due to
the resistance of the air, and that due to a vertical electric field; the field points alternately
up and down. When the field points down the drop terminal velocity is vdown, when the
field points up the terminal velocity is vup. The terminal velocities are determined by
measuring the vertical position, z, of the drop at time intervals of ∆t. In our use of the
traditional Millikan method we make of the order of ten to twenty successive
determinations of the vertical position, z1, z2, z3; this increases the precision of our
knowledge of the terminal velocities and checks that the drop charge has not changed
during the measurement period.
The number of successive z measurements is limited by the total number of pixels in
the sensitive area of the CCD video camera in Fig. 1a, in particular the number of
successive z measurements is set by the pixel resolution in the z direction. For example,
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